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Description
I discovered an issue with my calendars a couple of weeks ago. It turns out that it was caused by one of our users giving a certain input to a new calendar item. Essentially, they were attempting to add an image to a calendar event and submitted an improperly formatted string in the description field. Instead of using the 'Image' button on the new calendar item page (tiki-calendar_edit_item.php) to load their image, they did some sort of copy/paste of the image or its syntax from a page using the wiki syntax.

Their input in the database looked like:

<p>{img fileId="791"}</p>

But the correct syntax looks like:

<p><img alt="" src="display791" /></p>
After hunting this bug down, it was determined that it was in fact the cause of our calendars getting hung during the loading screen, and this resulted in the WSOD. After simply deleting the two entries from our database that had the incorrect syntax, the entire issue was resolved, and the calendars began loading correctly again.

In pursuit of a fix for this kind of bug happening again, maybe there is some way to prevent a write to the database when the title or description field (in tiki-calendar_edit_item.php) contains this form of syntax?

Hopefully, there will be a way to restrict this from happening, as it took a couple of weeks to hunt this bug down, since we had no idea when or where it originated from.

I'm submitting this bug report in case future users experience this same type of issue.

Solution
I am not able to recreate this in 14x or trunk. I pasted in the same combination of Tiki and HTML syntax and it worked fine, both in WYSIWYG and Tiki syntax. I had the =+calendar_description_is_html+= preference from the Calendar control panel checked.

Do you have the same problem in a show instance or another site that can be tested?
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Comments

**taylordustin** 30 Nov 15 18:59 GMT-0000
I do not have a tiki show instance of this, since I am unable to connect a database. However, I can only say to ensure that the entry is put into the description field for a new calendar item from the /tiki-calendar_edit_item.php page. If this does not
recreate the bug for you, then perhaps it was some strange instance of the bug on our end.
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